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1. This poet wrote a preface that describes “the Cosmos” as “Eternal Creation without External Motivation” for the premiere
of one of his works. The speaker of a poem by this author addresses figures who are “Drowned in the obscure depths / Of the
creative spirit, timid.” The speaker describes bringing “Shadows of life” to audacity in that 300-line poem, which opens with
the charge “I call you to life, oh (*) mysterious forces!” This poet used that poem for the basis of both his fifth piano sonata and a
piece premiered by Modest Altschuler, and he invented the color organ for a “poem” that opens with a dissonant chord. For 10 points,
name this Russian poet who composed Poem of Ecstasy and Prometheus: Poem of Fire.
ANSWER: Alexander Scriabin <Non-Epic Poetry> <afa>

2. The installation of an aerodynamics lab at the base of this structure in 1909 was used to replace an earlier cable system
between the ground and second floor used to test the effects of wind on its architect’s works. Pierre Bideau installed 336
sodium-vapor lights on this structure in 1985, all of which had their power reduced from 1000 W to 600 W in 2004. This is the
most famous structure by an architect who was temporarily jailed along with Ferdinand (*) de Lesseps after offering to help
construct the Panama Canal. An experiment centered on this building created an antenna that allowed radio communication across 4
kilometers to the Pantheon. The many trusses of this structure contribute to the weight that helps counteract torque from wind blowing
on the Champ de Mars. For 10 points, name this 324-meter tall structure in Paris.
ANSWER: Eiffel Tower <Physics> <ofa>

3. This painting inspired Phillip Barron’s statement that “the nearer to the frame I stand, I am both here and there.” One
work opens by asking “Why after three centuries does [this painting] continue to bother us?” That essay by John Searle is
titled for “[this painting] and the Paradoxes of Pictorial Representation.” In this painting, the “observer and the observed take
part in a ceaseless exchange” according to a work that characterizes the (*) Renaissance, Classical, and Modern eras based on
their epistemes. That work discusses this painting as an objet d’art without considering the relationship between the artist, Queen
Mariana, and King Philip IV. The introduction of Michel Foucault’s The Order of Things discusses, for 10 points, what Diego
Velazquez painting depicting the Infanta Margarita?
ANSWER: Las Meninas <Philosophy> <vfa>

4. One opera about this event had its libretto taken from Donizetti’s abandoned opera Le Duc D’Albe. Henri and Hélène’s
names were changed to Marcello and Amelia to convert that opera back to Donizetti’s original. Eugène Scribe and Charles
Duveyrier created a French libretto for the original version of an opera about this event featuring the aria “Merci, jeunes
amies.” Jean (*) Procida arrives in a fishing boat singing “Et toi, Palerme,” at the start of the second act of an opera about this event.
That opera ends with an assault on Montfort following one character singing the aria “Sort fatal!” and opens with Tebaldo, Roberto,
and other French soldiers standing outside the Governor’s palace in Palermo’s main square. For 10 points, name this event in 1282 that
inspired a Giuseppe Verdi opera depicting the overthrow of Charles I of Anjou.
ANSWER: Sicilian Vespers [accept Les vêpres siciliennes or I vespri siciliani] <European History> <ofa>

5. This artist argued against America’s isolationism with a drawing parodying a quarter as “the Lindbergh quarter” that adds
“(and how!)” following “In God We Trust” and depicts an ostrich with its head in the ground. Another political cartoon
created by this artist depicts Uncle Sam as a bird reflected as a feeble man in the “appeasers’ mirror.” This artist illustrated a
book cover that shows a boy’s red coat blown backward by wind and a street sign reading (*) “Mulberry St.” Another book
cover that simply depicts an anthropomorphic character in a hat and bright red bow tie on its left was created by this artist. A character
created by this artist with yellow fur mimicking a dress and a red hat is called Sam I Am. For 10 points, name this artist who
illustrated his own children’s books like Green Eggs and Ham and The Cat in the Hat.
ANSWER: (Dr.) Theodore Seuss Geisel [accept either underlined portion] <Visual Fine Arts> <vfa>
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6. Works from this dynasty like “Bai Ge Xing” inspired a composition featuring movements like “Of Youth,” “Of Beauty,” and
“The Lonely One in Autumn.” The di and xiao came to denote horizontal and vertical flutes, respectively, during this dynasty.
The seven ensembles located in the court of the Sui dynasty was expanded to nine during this dynasty. This dynasty added a
new classification for a third type of music called (*) huyue or foreign music. Theodore Adorno stated that a tenor should use a
“denatured voice” in a falsetto style in a movement inspired by a work from this dynasty. Poems from this dynasty by authors like
Qian Qi were set to music in a piece that ends with the singer repeating the word “ewig.” For 10 points, name this Chinese dynasty
preceding the Song whose poems were set to music in Gustav Mahler’s The Song of the Earth.
ANSWER: Tang Dynasty <World History> <afa>

7. Description acceptable.
Jenny Lind provided this work to Hamburg University after its author’s death. The omission of one name throughout this
work has been attributed to various theories, such as the author’s doubt about his full name or hate for his father who shares
the same name. In this work, the author describes being born with a “fiery, active temperament,” that serves to increase his
anger at not being able to tell people to (*) “speak louder, shout.” This work opens by addressing “you men who think or say that I
am malevolent, stubborn or misanthropic” due to the “secret cause” of a “lasting malady.” That “malady” caused the author of this
work to premiere his ninth symphony with a shadow conductor. For 10 points, name this document in which a composer wrote to his
brothers, Carl and Johann, about his deafness.
ANSWER: Heiligenstadt Testament [accept descriptions of Ludwig van Beethoven’s letter to his brothers about his deafness]
<Short “Fiction”> <afa>

8. Description acceptable.
A copy of one sculpture depicting this scene is housed outside of Florida’s Ringling Museum. François Pompon helped carve
the marble for Camille Claudel's only large marble sculpture, which depicts this scene. Antonio Canova created a replica of
his own depiction of this scene, which only shows the full body of one of the two central figures and is titled for [that man] (*)
Triumphant. A depiction of this scene that caused the creator’s roof to catch on fire is currently housed in the Loggia dei Lanzi and
was commissioned by Grand Duke Cosimo. One of the two central figures stands on the corpse of the other in that bronze depiction of
this scene by Benvenuto Cellini. For 10 points, name this mythological scene in which a hero holds a petrifying body part of a
decapitated monster.
ANSWER: Perseus with the Head of Medusa [accept any answer that mentions Perseus and Medusa’s head; prompt on answers
that replace “Medusa” with “Gorgon”; prompt on partial answers] <Mythology> <vfa>

9. A portrait made hundreds of years later by Jusepe de Ribera depicts this man in ragged clothes partially opening one of his
books toward the viewer. Another painting partially titled for this man depicts a castle next to a mostly empty road viewable
through a window. That Magritte painting named for Promenades of [this mathematician] is similar to both of his paintings
titled The Human Condition by featuring a canvas that continues the scene. In (*) The School of Athens, the figure who bends
over using a compass on a black slate on the right of the canvas is thought to be this mathematician modeled on Bramante. For 10
points, name this mathematician who inspired Crockett Johnson to paint a geometric image with a proof of the Pythagorean theorem
from his Elements.
ANSWER: Euclid [accept Euclidean Walks or Les Promenades of Euclid] <Other Science> <vfa>

10. Pennsylvania is home to a Dance Foundation named for this conflict whose performing cast is called the Victorian Dance
Ensemble. A ballet named for this conflict that depicts the wives of soldiers was featured in the 1944 musical Bloomer Girl.
That dance number by Agnes de Mille ends with the return of soldiers from this war. In the second act of an opera set during
this war, the chorus sings “The Ballad of Jimmie Lee” after T. Morris Chester gives a report about the (*) Colfax massacre. In
the first act of that opera, one character writes a letter suggesting that another should surrender to end the bloodshed following a long
conflict in Richmond and Petersburg. For 10 points, name this war, whose end was depicted by Philip Glass in an opera after a
surrender at a courthouse in the title county, Appomattox.
ANSWER: American Civil War <American History> <ofa>

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fran%C3%A7ois_Pompon
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11. This character is appalled when he sees a man talking to Constanze Weber while crawling on his hands and knees. In one
appearance, this character plans to get revenge against God by destroying another character’s career, since God gave him so
much talent. A Pushkin play in which this composer is the second title character inspired an opera by (*) Nikolai
Rimsky-Korsakov. Shakespeare’s The Merry Wives of Windsor and Aeschylus’s The Suppliants inspired this composer’s operas
Falstaff, or Three Tricks and The Danaids. In order to be remembered, this composer attempts to commit suicide with a razor at the
end of one play. This composer confesses to killing another with arsenic in a play by the author of Equus. For 10 points, name this
composer who is depicted as the rival of the title composer in Peter Shaffer’s Amadeus.
ANSWER: Antonio Salieri [do NOT accept or prompt on Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart at any point] <Drama> <afa>

12. One work from this collection shows a wheelbarrow sitting under a staircase while a family sits crowded at the left under
lines of hanging clothes. In another work in this collection, a dog lays under a chair on the left while a man sits near a window
cutting fabric on the right. This collection features a work depicting two rows of children in white facing each other and
praying in a nursery. This collection which contains a photograph titled (*) “‘Knee Pants’ at Forty-Five Cents a Dozen” was the
debut work for the artist who created the collections Out of Mulberry Street and The Battle with the Slums. A photograph subtitled
“Five Cents a Spot” from this collection depicts a crowded tenement filled with immigrants on Bayard Street in New York City. For 10
points, name this collection of muckraking photojournalism by Jacob Riis.
ANSWER: How the Other Half Lives: Studies among the Tenements of New York <Social Science> <vfa>

13. A recent 30-ft inflatable sculpture by Pedro Reyes titled for “Zero [objects that use this phenomenon]” was placed in Times
Square. A sculpture inspired by this phenomenon installed across from the RAND corporation in Santa Monica is made of
thousands of J shaped pipes used in plumbing. A “working model” for a bronze sculpture inspired by this phenomenon is
currently housed in the (*) Hiroshima City Museum of Contemporary Art. This phenomenon inspired the name of an abstract
sculpture by the creator of the Reclining Figures series whose creation was chronicled in a project by Simon Starling. This type of
energy names that abstract sculpture by Henry Moore that sits outside of the University of Chicago, the original site of Chicago Pile-1.
For 10 points, name this type of energy that inspired Paul Conrad’s mushroom-shaped sculpture Chain Reaction.
ANSWER: nuclear energy [accept nukes; accept atomic energy; accept chain reaction before read] <Chemistry> <vfa>

14. A collection titled for this figure features a “theme of mystical love” consisting of the notes [read slowly] “A, A-flat, B-flat, G,
A, A-flat, D, long E-flat.” A movement titled for this figure scored for cello and piano was adapted from a piece scored for six
ondes martenots. For his wife, Yvonne Loriod, one composer created a suite of 20 solo piano pieces titled for Twenty Gazes on
[this figure]. A work divided into two septénaires depicts an important event in this figure’s life by adapting texts including (*)
Thomas Aquinas’s Summa Theologica. Quartet for the End of Time features two movements titled for a “Praise to the Eternity of [this
figure]” and a “Praise to the Immortality of [this religious figure].” In another work, Olivier Messiaen depicted The Transfiguration of,
for 10 points, what figure who makes up the Trinity with the Holy Spirit and his father, God.
ANSWER: Jesus Christ [accept either underlined portion; accept the infant Jesus or l'enfant-Jésus or Our Lord Jesus Christ or
Notre Seigneur Jésus-Christ] <Religion> <afa>

15. This choreographer, who was said to “flick and retract his limbs like switchblades” in an article from The Guardian, was
taught by Jeffrey Daniel. Naomi Campbell sensually danced with this choreographer in his sepia-colored video entitled “In the
Closet.” One article claimed that this choreographer suggested “that disco need not be tacky” with his dancing on the album
Off the Wall. This choreographer adapted his most famous dance move from the (*) backslide. An overdose of propofol led to the
death of this choreographer while he was planning his concert series This is It. This choreographer shocked audiences by leaning
forward a seemingly impossible distance without falling while performing “Smooth Criminal.” For 10 points, name this “King of Pop”
who popularized the moonwalk.
ANSWER: Michael Jackson [accept MJ] <Pop Culture> <ofa>
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16. One artist used this medium to create two companion pieces that combine a dog with a clown exclaiming “WOW!!” That
innovative artist used different designs created for this medium to create scenes like Thaw (Warm Breath on a Winter Window)
and King of the Road. That artist, Tim Klein, used two works in this medium created by the Springbok Group to create Daisy
Bindi, an artwork depicting a cat combined with a flower arrangement. An artwork of this type subtitled “Double Retrospect”
was created by Keith Haring for (*) Ravensburger, a famous creator of works in this medium. That work broke a Guinness World
Record for its size and consists of 32,000 pieces. For 10 points, name this medium, designers of which like Milton Bradley create
interlocking pieces that are assembled to depict various scenes.
ANSWER: jigsaw puzzles <Other Fine Arts> <ofa>

17. This composer took credit for a serialist work by Arnold Schoenberg, who said this composer knows only what “has been
told him by Mr. Adorno” in response. Otto Klemperer premiered this composer’s oratorio The Apocalypse with Figures in
Frankfurt in 1926. While composing his second oratorio, this composer’s nephew Nepomuk, who called himself “Echo,” was
sent to live with this composer. This composer completed his final work in 1930 before succumbing to a (*) brain disease and
having his story spread by Zeitblom. This composer gained 24 years of life as a genius by renouncing love after being persuaded by
the possessed Esmeralda. For 10 points, name this composer who wrote a work titled for The Lamentation of the title character of the
novel in which he appears, Doctor Faustus.
ANSWER: Adrian Leverkühn [accept either underlined portion] <Long Fiction> <afa>

18. This character’s son is the title character of the first English opera seria, a composition by Thomas Arne. Another opera
ends after this character is exposed for cheating by his fiance, Amastre, before the chorus sings “Ritorna a noi la calma.” In
that opera, this character banishes his brother, Arsamene, for being in love with this man’s love interest, Romilda. An aria in
which this character sings about the shade of a (*) plane tree may be a reference to his real life admiration of a plane tree to which
he gave jewelry. This character sings the aria “Ombra mai fu,” or the namesake “Largo” of the composer of an opera named for him.
For 10 points, name this Persian king who builds a bridge across the Hellespont in a namesake Handel opera.
ANSWER: Xerxes I [or Xerxes the Great; accept Serse; prompt on Xerxes; do NOT accept or prompt on Artaxerxes] <Ancient
History> <ofa>

19. A song by a composer from this empire ends with the lines “Praise to the destroyer endowed with power, / To my Lady
enfolded in beauty” before directly saying “Praise to [that figure].” Two silver pipes with finger holes similar to an oboe were
discovered in a major city in this empire. One song from this empire repeats the line “Let it be known” between declarations
that describe a figure who is (*) “lofty as Heaven” and who “devastate[s] the rebellious” and “roar[s] at the land.” That hymn was
found along with Sumerian Temple Hymns by the same composer when Adam Falkenstein related them to each other after his
excavation of Nippur. For 10 points, name this Mesopotamian empire where the Exaltation of Inanna was composed by Enheduanna,
the daughter of Sargon the Great.
ANSWER: Akkadian Empire <Auditory Fine Arts> <afa>

20. This artist created his Portrait of a Young Girl for an art class three years before creating Landscape with the Chapel of Our
Lady of Casbas, Ayerbe. In his depictions of certain pyramidal structures, this artist typically used letters from a to f to point
out specific junctions. This artist created a drawing of spiny structures he elucidated using the Ehrlich methylene blue method.
This artist’s drawings are collected in Larry Swanson’s book (*) The Beautiful Brain. Because of their inability to see the spaces
between the objects depicted in this artist’s drawings, scientists like Camillo Golgi denied his most famous theory. For 10 points, name
this Spanish artist who drew many depictions of neural networks, formulated the neuron doctrine, and gives his name to “bodies”
found in the nucleus.
ANSWER: Santiago Ramón y Cajal <Biology> <vfa>


